COMMIS CHEFS/APPRENTICES

READY TO TAKE THE LEAP INTO YOUR FUTURE?
Do you want to join a new and exciting team:
- And work in a professional, friendly working environment
- That has exciting opportunities for career development and growth
- Understands the importance of work life balance, and offers
realistic, flexible hours
Would you like to learn about a centuries old cuisine and a culture
unlike any other? Does being part of an exciting new business
interest you?
Come and join the new team at Hotel Jesus and make the move to an
environment that can provide advancement, career development, and
cultural education. Step into a kitchen that provides a fun day's
work with all the benefits of working in a high profile, new
Melbourne establishment.
Learn more than just cooking techniques, and set yourself up for a
career as a sought after chef with administrational and management
skills. Learn cost control, rostering, recruitment and staff
development, and in the meantime give yourself the skills you need
to make a living from what you love to do.
Give yourself the opportunity to settle into a long term role with
variety and diversity.
We are looking for passionate, dedicated and knowledge-hungry staff
to join our awesome new team. Trade qualification a requirement, and
a willingness to learn a must.
If you are neat, clean and tidy, have the means to get home at
the end of the night, have a relevant work visa and would
like to be a part of our awesome new team, please APPLY NOW to
work@hoteljesus.bingo with your cover letter and CV.
You will be asked the following questions when you apply:
- Are you eligible to work in Australia?
- How many years experience do you have in a similar role?
- What days are you available to work?

WAIT & BAR STAFF

¡HOLA! LOVE ALL THINGS AGAVE, CERVEZAS AND TACOS?
Do you want to work in Melbourne's most up and coming dining
precinct, close to public transport and the CBD, where:
- Flexible rosters are available
- There will be plenty of customers to serve, cocktails to make and
some essential details to deal with in Melbourne’s first Tostaderia
- Fantastic training opportunities and career progression available
in different roles
Come and join the new team at Hotel Jesus and make the move to an
environment that can provide advancement, career development, and
cultural education.
Step into a company that provides a fun day's work with all the
benefits of working in a high profile, new Melbourne establishment.
We'd love you to join us and help serve the exciting Mexican food
and beverage that has Melbourne talking about Hotel Jesus.
Previous bar/floor experience is necessary.
Knowledge of Spanish language and love of Mexican food are a bonus!
We are currently receiving full-time applications for both floor and
bar positions.
If you are neat, clean and tidy, have the means to get home at
the end of the night, have a relevant work visa, and would
like to be a part of our awesome new team, please APPLY NOW to
work@hoteljesus.bingo with your cover letter and CV.
You will be asked the following questions when you apply:
- Are you eligible to work in Australia?
- How many years experience do you have in a similar role?
- Do you hold a current RSA certificate?
- What days are you available to work?

